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Abstract
For data delivery, a wide range of emerging applications confronts 
the existing techniques to users and applications accessing data from 
multiple autonomous servers. We develop a framework an alternative 
and more flexible approach that maximizes user utility for comparing 
pull based solutions and present dual optimization approaches. It 
maximizes the user utility while satisfying constraints on the usage 
of system resources it is the first approach and it satisfies the utility 
of user profiles while minimizing the usage of system resources it 
is the second approach. For the latter approach, we present a static 
optimal solution (SUP) and formally identify sufficient conditions for 
SUP to be optimal for both. A limitation of static solutions to pull-
based delivery is that they cannot adapt to the dynamic behavior of 
large area applications. Moreover, to improve user utility with only 
a moderate increase in resource utilization an adaptive algorithm 
(fbSUP) is proposed and shows how it can incorporate feedback. We 
can analyze the behavior of SUP and fbSUP under various update 
models by using real and synthetic data traces. When the estimations 
of SUP closely estimate the real event stream, we can achieve a high 
degree of satisfaction of user utility, and has the potential to save a 
significant amount of system resource is shown in our experiments. 
We further show that SUP can exploit feed back to improve user utility 
with only a moderate increase in resource utilization.
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I. Introduction
Presently, on the internet the diversity of data sources and Web services 
are available, the Internet and the computational network, as well as 
the diversity of clients and application requirements poses significant 
infrastructure challenges [1-2]. We address the task of targeted data 
delivery in this paper. For data delivery users may have specific 
requirements e.g., how frequently or under what conditions they 
wish to be alerted about revised events to delays or stale information. 
Initially these users were humans and are being replaced by decision 
agents [3-4]. While conserving the system resources, at a desire time 
the challenge is to deliver relevant data to a client. Stock prices and 
auctions on the commercial Internet are considered by a number of 
scenarios including Rich Site Summary (RSS) news feeds, scientific 
datasets and Grid computational resources [5-6]. Managing a set 
of user profiles that are specified with respect to a set of remote 
autonomous servers which are consider by architecture of a proxy 
server is shown in Fig1. In data delivery, Push, pull and hybrid 
protocols have been used, and we discuss data delivery challenges 
for these scenarios. By satisfying user profiles and then focus on pull 
based resource monitoring and defines two optimization problems 
and current solutions [7].
A pull based resource monitoring is required for complex profile 
involving multiple servers, e.g., a push from a single server cannot 
be supported by a profile that check a change in a stock price soon 
after a financial report is released. For privacy or other considerations 
a decision agent may also not wish to reveal her profile [8-9]. 

Fig. 1: System Architecture for Online Data Delivery

A pull based protocol is supported as a scenario of RSS feeds is 
growing in popularity. The targeted data delivery of a proxy can better 
manage system resources as the number of users and servers grow. 
In addition, when a user profile is satisfied the use of profiles could 
lower the load on RSS servers by accessing them [10-11].

II. Monitoring Data Delivery
A related application is the personalization of individual Web pages; 
these are typically supported by continuous queries which have similar 
requirements to satisfying user profiles. The by-products of scientific 
computations are increasingly being cached and re-used as many 
scientific datasets are being made available [12-14]. In addition, 
the on demand computing is increasing by the number of sites with 
computational resources. Grid resource monitors such have been 
successful in monitoring and predicting the behavior of individual 
resources, but such systems have not been designed for scalability. 
Push based solutions are unlikely to scale to these applications and 
the users will have specific requirements for datasets and specific 
configurations of resources. The large number of resources and the 
specialized user profiles will challenge a proxy server to actively and 
efficiently monitor resources and satisfy user profiles. To summarize, 
there are many scenarios where targeted data delivery requires a 
proxy server to efficiently monitor multiple servers to satisfy user 
profiles [15-16].

III. Dimensions of Online Data Delivery
Existing pull-based data delivery approaches can be classified along 
several dimensions. The first dimension is the objective of the problem. 
The objective is the utility to be optimized; by utility we mean some 
client-specified function to measure the value of an object to a client, 
based on a metric such as data recency or importance to the client. The 
second dimension is the constraints of the problem. Constraints are 
restrictions, e.g., bandwidth, to which the model should adhere. A third 
dimension is when objects are refreshed, either in the background, 
on-demand when clients request them or some combination of the 
two [17-19]. In this section we describe several existing pull-based 
approaches, both background and on-demand, with different objectives 
and constraints. Several approaches assume no resource constraints. 
Time to Live (TTL) is commonly used to maintain freshness of object 
copies for applications such as on-demand Web access [20]. Each 
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object is assigned a Time-to-Live and any object requested after this 
time must be validated at a server to check for updates. The objective 
of TTL is to maximize the recency of the data. Latency- recency 
profiles are a generalization of TTL that allow clients to explicitly 
trade off data recency to reduce latency using a utility function. The 
objective is to maximize the utility of all client requests, assuming 
no bandwidth constraints. RSS feeds provide an interface for Web 
sources to publish updates to clients. RSS readers convert pull-based 
Web sources to push by periodically polling sources in the background 
to check for updates. RSS provides no explicit bandwidth constraints, 
but readers typically monitor sources at fixed intervals (e.g., every 
15 minutes), which either may consume excessive bandwidth or fail 
to meet client requirements. 

IV. Results
We have performed experiments on all three data sets, and the various 
update models, comparing SUP and fbSUP. We have measured both 
the improvement in effective utility of fbSUP over SUP and the 
additional cost in terms of number of probes. Our results show that 
for a variety of traces fbSUP can improve the effective utility by 
up to 110% compared to SUP with only moderate increases in the 
number of probes.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we mainly focused on pull-based data delivery which 
supports the user profile diversity. For a pull-based application 
minimizing the number of probes to sources is important to safeguard 
resources and improve scalability. Solutions that can adapt to changes 
in source behavior are also important due to the difficulty of predicting 
when updates occur. The use of a new formalism of a dual optimization 
problem is addressed by these challenges through, reversing the roles 
of user utility. We have formally shown that SUP is optimal under 
certain restrictions. SUP can satisfy user profiles and capture more 
updates compared to existing policies by using RSS data traces as 
well as synthetic data. SUP is adaptive and can dynamically change 
monitoring schedules. Our experiments show that using feedback 
in SUP improves the performance with a moderate increase in the 
number of needed probes. We believe that the main impact of this 
work will be in what is now known as the Internet of things, where 
sensor data are collected, analyzed, and utilized in many different 
ways, based on user’s needs. User profiles and their satisfaction dictate 
the way data are utilized with the internet of things, and monitoring 
sensor data efficiently is a mandatory prerequisite to the creation of 
any information system that is based on such data.
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